1) Max works as a manager within a WISE suffering from technological gaps. With the help of INNO-WISEs' production of specific tools, Max can provide his WISE with a knowledge management framework, an ICT platform & training programmes.

2) In fact, INNO-WISEs creates and tests a flexible ICT platform to deliver integrated tools such as Management support, Operational utilities, Process/service delivery support, eLearning & Document management.

3) Max heard about INNO-WISEs project during a stakeholder meeting organised by project partner. There he learned that several pilot projects & trainings are planned to be implemented into WISEs' daily work.

4) INNO-WISEs proposes trainings integrating face-to-face meetings with online Massive Online Open Course (MOOC) learning, which allows WISEs to fully exploit the Platform developed.

5) "Thanks to the executive learning projects on technical, technological & managerial skills, I've seen my leadership, HR and Work-flow management methodologies improved and my technology-related, ICT, communication & marketing competences increased."

6) Max & other WISEs who took part in this training ensure wide participation of other WISEs' managers and employees, also from outside the partnership.

» WORK INTEGRATION SOCIAL ENTERPRISES (WISES)
Enterprises whose identifying principles are: the social and professional integration of disadvantaged people; being at the core of the economic system; having a strong pedagogical dimension.

» INFORMATION & COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGIES (ICT) PLATFORM
Platform that stresses the role of unified communications and of the integration of telecommunication devices, computers as well as of management, storage, and audiovisual systems, which enable users to access, store, transmit and manipulate information.

» MASSIVE ONLINE OPEN COURSE (MOOC)
An innovative online training format aimed at unlimited participation and open access via the web and structured with video lessons, readings, practical activities (e.g. quizzes, project work, forums, social networks, etc.)

CLICK HERE FOR MORE INFO!